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Jonathan Faull
Chair
European Securities
Committee
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Bruxelles, Belgique

Ref: ESMA’s response to the European Commission’s provisional request to
CESR/ESMA for technical advice on the Directive for Alternative Investment
Fund Managers (AIFM) level 2 measures
Dear Mr Faull,
On 2 December 2010 CESR received the European Commission’s provisional request for technical advice
on possible Level 2 measures concerning the Directive for Alternative Investment Fund Managers (AIFM)
(‘the request’). The request was split into four parts:


Part I – General provisions, authorisation and operating conditions



Part II – Depositary



Part III – Transparency Requirements and Leverage



Part IV – Supervision

I am pleased to submit to you ESMA’s final technical advice on Parts I to IV of the request (Ref. ESMA/2011/379).
You will find an overview of the advice in the Introduction and background section (pages 7-15). I would
also like to draw your attention to the following points concerning some additional AIFMD-related work
on which ESMA is currently working/will start working shortly:
i)

Under section IV (General operating conditions) relating to Part I of the request, the advice
sets out a methodology for the calculation of additional own funds based on the variable assets
under management. The advice also includes the possibility for AIFMs to combine additional
own funds and professional indemnity insurance (PII) subject to certain conditions.
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ESMA intends to complement the rules on the combination of additional own funds and PII in
the advice via the development of detailed guidelines under Article 16 of the ESMA Regulation, in parallel with the timetable for the adoption of implementing measures by the European Commission.
ii)

The advice under Part III of the request covers, inter alia, the methodologies to be adopted for
calculation of leverage under Article 4 of the AIFMD. The policy approach was developed so as
to permit more than one methodology for the calculation of leverage, taking into account the
broad range of entities covered by the AIFMD.
The following approach is set out in the advice (pages 188-211):


the ‘exposure of an AIF’ is to be calculated by an AIFM in accordance with two mandatory
methods, referred to as ‘gross’ and ‘commitment’ methods;



a third method for calculating the exposure of an AIF (which would in all cases be in addition to the two mandatory methods mentioned above) can be adopted by an AIFM at its
request and after notification to its competent authority;



the overall leverage of an AIF can be expressed as a ratio between the exposure of an AIF
and its net asset value.
ESMA intends to complement the advice on the advanced method for the calculation of
leverage via the development of detailed guidelines, in parallel with the timetable for the
adoption of implementing measures by the European Commission.

iii)

ESMA’s advice under Part IV of the request, which was published for consultation in August
2011 (ESMA/2011/270), covers the implementing measures on co-operation arrangements
with third country authorities and the determination of the Member State of reference for
non-EU AIFMs.
Article 53 of the AIFMD concerns the co-operation and exchange of information between EU
competent authorities. It places a general obligation on competent authorities of Member
States responsible for the authorisation and/or supervision of AIFMs to communicate information to competent authorities of other Member States where relevant for monitoring and
responding to the potential implications of the activities of individual AIFMs or AIFMs collectively for the stability of systemically relevant financial institutions and the orderly functioning
of markets in which AIFMs are active. ESMA and ESRB are also to be informed. ESMA’s advice was requested on the content, modalities and frequency of the information to be provided.
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The appro
oach set out in
i section IX
X.III of the advice
a
is to require
r
that, as a minimu
um, the information set out in Bo
ox 110 and th
he pro-forma
a reporting te
emplate (seee Annex V of the advice)
be exchang
ged.
The advicee also clarifie
es (page 244
4) that the more
m
detailed
d provisions on the exch
hange of information (such as the
e data formatt and conditions of secure
ed data transsmission) wiill be developed as pa
art of the wo
ork on the IIT system that is include
ed in ESMA’’s work prog
gramme for
2012 and, where releva
ant, via the aadoption of ESMA
E
guideliines.
iv)

ESMA is progressing
p
with
w its workk on the regullatory techniical standard
ds on the types of AIFM
required under
u
Article
e 4(4) of the A
AIFMD and will publish a proposal ffor consultattion in time
to allow fo
or their adopttion in paralllel with the package
p
of im
mplementingg measures.

v)

w
shorttly in close co
o-operation with
w the Euroopean Bankiing AuthorESMA willl also start working
ity on thee guidelines on sound rremuneration
n policies re
equired undeer Article 13
3(2) of the
AIFMD.

vi)

As for the co-operation
n agreementss between EU
U and non-E
EU competen
nt authoritiess which are
required in
n different siituations und
der the AIFM
MD, ESMA is ready to lead
ad the work on
o negotiating such agreements
a
in
n order to alllow for the adoption
a
of an
a MoU coveering all EU competent
authoritiess in good tim
me ahead of th
he deadline of
o July 2013..

vii)

Finally, ass for the set of
o other guid
delines and teechnical stan
ndards which
h ESMA either ‘shall’ or
‘may’ adop
pt under the
e AIFMD, E
ESMA will sttart prioritisiing its workk very soon, bearing in
mind that all the man
ndatory guideelines and teechnical stan
ndards relateed to the thiird-country
provisionss of the AIFM
MD are not exxpected to en
nter into forc
ce before Julyy 2015 at the
e earliest.

n this letter,, please do not
n hesitate to contact eeither myselff or Verena
Should you have any questions on
Ross, Execcutive Director of ESMA.
oner for Inte
ernal Markett and Services, and Ms
I am copyying this letteer to Mr Michel Barnierr, Commissio
Sharon Bo
owles, Chair of
o the Economic and Mon
netary Affairrs Committee
e.
Yours sinccerely,

Steven Maaijoor
Chair ESM
MA
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